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Online Osirix Tutorials: 
Apple Seminar (must register): Tutorials cover the basics of Osirix. Helped me get started.  
http://seminars.apple.com/seminarsonline/osirixintro/apple/index.html 
Osirix Imagine Tutorials: The CLUT and shading tutorials are particularly good.   
http://www.osiriximaging.com  
 
 

Osirix Mini-Manual 
Recall that we are using the 64-bit version of Osirix; the free 32-bit version was unable to carry 
out volume rendering with our large data sets.   
 
Getting started: 

1) Open Osirix 
2) Once in Osirix you need to import a data set (if new):   

Data sets can be added to the list by clicking: “Import” from the toolbar and then selecting the 
file.  Choose to move the file into the Osirix folder or leave in its original location. NOTE: Osirix 
changes the datafile you are working on so always keep an unaltered copy (i.e .vff version or 
copy of the .dicom file).  

3) Choose the scan you want by clicking on it.  You are automatically taken into the 2D 
viewer. 

 
2D View: 
1) You can manipulate/view the data in 2D from this screen.  Note that the rolly-ball on the 

mouse scrolls through the dataset.     
Tools I use in the 2D Viewer: 
1) Contrast: By default clicking and dragging should manipulate the contrast.  If not 

select the “Window Level” (Gray/Black square above “Mouse button function”). 
2) ROI  (Region of Interest) Tool.  It is a little green line above “Mouse button 

function.”  This can be used to take length or angle measurements, draw things on the 
dataset, make rectangles, etc.     

3) CLUT: I don’t really use this in 2D but it is good to know that it is there. See 3D 
Viewer for details. 

4) 2D/3D: Switches between the two views.  I often find myself going between the two 
so it is good to know this button.  

5) Orientation:  Very useful. Allows you to look at the 2D data from 3 different 
perspectives.    

6) MIP (Max intensity Projection) and MinIP (Min Intensity Projection):  
a. Turn on by clicking the box next to MIP on the toolbar. 
b. Select MIP or MinIP.  I usually used MIP because if makes the barium very 

white.  Note however that MIP can be deceiving.  It basically compresses all 
values form a slab of a certain thickness (adjust by sliding the bar) into a 
single 2D image.  You can not tell 3D orientation from one image.  For this 
reason I have tried to stay away from using MIP.  However in certain cases it 
is useful, for example the image Poly600_2.tiff  uses MIP to help portray the 
vasculature of the lungs.   
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Numbers 7-11 are found on the Osirix toolbar at the top of the screen and many can be 
used in 3D views as well 

7) To take a picture of what is on your screen: File à Export à(Choose file type, then 
location). 

8) Customize the toolbar: Format à Customize toolbar.  Then you can drag and drop 
the icons as you wish. 

9) Convolution Filters: 2D Viewer à Convolution Filters.   
10) 3D viewer.  Can switch to any of the 3D views (Same as 2D/3D button).   

a. Views I use are 3D MPR which bring up 3 panels, each one with a 2D image 
in one of the 3 orientations.  Click on a panel to scroll through the data.  As 
you do so, your location is reflected in the other two orientations by the 
colored lines.   

b. 3D Volume Rendering: Where I do most of my work. Compiles all the data 
into a 3D image. See below.   

11) ROI (Region of Interest).  Here you can select a region with a certain 
density/density range: 

a. Make sure you are in the 2D viewer with MIP/MinIP turned off.   
b. ROI à Grow Region (2D/3D segmentation). A “Segmentation Parameters” 

box should appear.  Things that should already be selected: “3D Growing 
Region,” “Preview result when clicking,” “Create ROIs in the original series,” 
“Brush ROI,” and “Set Outside Pixels to: 0.”  

c. Click on the region you want to grow to see a preview of the region.  Increase 
or decrease the interval value to change the strictness of the calculation.  I like 
to scroll through the data, clicking and seeing the results at a few different 
places to check that everything looks okay.   

d. Can change the ROI name if you want. 
e. Hit compute.  Now you can scroll and see the region in all layers.  The red 

box says the name of the ROI and the area, etc. 
f. Now you can do one of two things.   

i. To grow the ROI in 3D go to 3D Viewer à 3D Volume Rendering 
à ROI Manager (should be located on the toolbar, icon is a 
pink/purple sphere.  If not there, customize toolbar and put it there).  
Check the box next to your ROI.  Note that you can manipulate the 
color and opacity of the region from the manager as well.   

ii. Because the region grow was not giving us the results we wanted, we 
started making the region viewable a second way.  In the 2D viewer go 
to ROI à Set Pixel Values to… à edit the “To this new value” field, 
adding the value that you want to set the region to.  This should be a 
value that will allow you to separate the lung/swimbladder from the 
injected circulatory system. After going into 3D volume rendering, 
you should be able to manipulate the CLUT to visualize the region 
alone.  See CLUT below. 

g. A last note about the ROI. The region can be computed using two different 
algorithms and this can affect the appearance of the region. To switch between 
them: Osirix à Preferences à Powercrust 
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h. Filters can also change the look of the region.  Selecting a convolution filter 
such as negative blur or 3x3 blur can make the region look smoother.    

i. Rectangle ROI: We will be using to put a boundary on scans that cut off in 
the middle of the lungs or swimbladder.  The steps are as follows: RIO tool 
(mouse functions toolbar) à rectangle ROI àdraw rectangle where you want 
it à ROI (from main toolbar) à Propagate to whole stack à ROI à Set 
pixel values to… and choose a pixel value.   

 
3D Volume Rendering (3D View): 
 

1) Keyboard 
Shift: Zoom 
Control: 2D rotation  
Alt: Contrast 
Command (apple): Moves the image up, down, left, or right on the screen 

2) Mouse:  
Left click by default uses the 3D rotation tool.  You can change this by clicking 
on any of the “Mouse button function” icons.  Whatever you have selected will 
become the left click.   
Right click is zoom (click and move mouse forward or backward) 

3) CLUT (Color Look Up Table)  
See http://www.osiriximaging.com for more thorough tutorial 
 

a. Probably the hardest thing to figure out in the 3D view and essentially the 
most important since it basically determines what you actually see on your 
screen.  For starters, using the “Window Level” mouse function (what I have 
been referring to as “contrast”) manipulates the CLUT.  However you can also 
do this manually with the CLUT editor.   

b. The best way to understand the CLUT is to open the CLUT editor (either hit 
the drop down next to CLUT or select “16 Bit” above “Clut editor” on the 
toolbar).  A new box opens up at the bottom of the screen.  There should be a 
single colored peak to start with.  

c. You can move a peak to the left or right by clicking on the black box in it is 
center.  Moving left or right changes the density values that are associated 
with the peak.  For our data sets, moving left brings in more and more bones, 
scales, and container.  Moving right shows progressively less and less of 
everything.   

d. You can also change the height of a peak by moving the central black square 
up and down.  As you move up, your image becomes more solid.  Down 
makes it more transparent.   

e. You can drag any of the points on the peak to change its range and/or height.   
f. To add new points to the selected peak, simply click its outline.  You can 

take away a point by selecting it and hitting the (-) on the left of the box. 
g. To change the color of a point, double click on it, which brings up a variety 

of different color palates. 
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h. To add an entirely new peak, hit the (+) on the left.  Likewise, select and 
peak and click (-) to delete it.  

i. Save a CLUT with the (·) button on the left.  Note that this file gets saved into 
the Osirix Data folder, not into Amy.    

Tips: Multiple peaks can be used to isolate different tissues—such as vascular 
tissue versus lungs.  For each peak, use multiple points to create a color gradient. 
The colors on either end should help the “iffy” portions of the tissue blend into 
each other or the background without looking weird.  Finally the CLUT is all 
about playing around with it until things start to make sense.   

4) Shading 
a. Very important tool in making our final videos and images look really 

outstanding.  See http://www.osiriximaging.com.  Note that it slows down 
computer so turn shading off (uncheck box) until exporting movie/video. 

5) Step-wise movies: 
1) Select Fly Thru from the tool bar (It looks like a green airplane) 
2) Manipulate your screen to show the desired angle, then hit the (+) sign to add 

that step.  Manipulate the image again and then hit (+) again for the next step.  
When Osirix makes the movie, it will add the in-between part.  Thus make 
sure that specific turns or shots you want are included as steps. 

3) You can remove steps with (-).   
4) When finished click “Movie” and specify the number of frames between 

steps.  This depends on how far your steps are apart.  The farther apart the 
more frames.  In my experience always err on the way of slowness (too fast 
makes you sick!).  Also you need to select either spline or linear.  I find this 
depends on the type of movements you are doing in your movie. Sometimes 
spline is smoother (i.e. for a straight fly in, fly out) but other times it is too 
wiggly (as for a rotation of a fish in place). 

5) Then hit “Save” and specify the file name and location. 
6) It may take a while to render the movie.  When finished you have the 

opportunity to edit the size of the movie. For email-able movies set to the 
relatively small dimensions of 640 x 400. 

6) Crop: 
A surprisingly useful tool.  Selecting crop allows you to take away 

portions of the specimen from any of the 6 sides of a rectangle.  Simply click on a 
green dot and push in or pull it out.  This works best if you are looking at the 
specimen from angle (relative to the plane you want to crop). This may hinder 
your view of the portion of the specimen you are cropping in order to see, but 
after you have cropped a bit you an then you can rotate the specimen itself 
afterward to see whatever it is you want to see.  This may take a few tries, but 
eventually you will get it right. 

Note that when you click inside the crop box all the mouse function 
buttons apply to the crop box and not the specimen (i.e. zoom makes the box 
bigger or smaller, hand grabber moves the box).  Clicking outside the crop box 
manipulates the specimen within it (and the box goes along for the ride).   

7) Perspective:  
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The way I think about perspective is it affects the way you zoom. When in 
parallel, zoom simply makes the focus of the screen bigger and bigger and 
bigger.  Endoscopy is what allows you to “dive” into the specimen.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


